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Abstract: In this paper, we represent survey on the different types of disease in grape and their identification. Grape disease
identification is a technique where disease is recognized based on the various features.There are different types of identification
techniques such as Image Segmentation, SVM, KNN, Artificial Intelligence and Image Processing Technique,Binary Classification
Technique, Image Processing and Machine Learning Algorithms. Grape disease identification has wide application in the
Agriculture field to maximize the productivity. The main goal of this survey paper is to give an overview of various techniques for
Grape disease and provides the general method, which utilize these techniques
Index Terms – Artificial Intelligence, Binary classification, Image segmentation, KNN, SVM.

1. INTRODUCTION
Agricultural scientists play an eminent role in finding and
detecting the cure for diseases of the plant. Occasionally,
the disease of manual identification is the laborious
process and time consuming. One of the most eminent
factors are contributing to less yield is the attack disease.
Several studies represents the quality of agricultural
product that may be minimized because of the different
factors of the plant disease [1].
In India, Grape is the most famous fruit and known as the
queen of fruits. Mainly, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh
(AP), Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra jointly contribute to
more than 90% of the grapes production and the total area
in India. The grape export from the India is 172.6
thousand MT, in the year of 2012-13. The first rank is
Maharashtra in the production of grapes, in this country
the production of grapes is producing about 62.7%. The
productivity and production of grapes is to estimate
growth rate in the area, and in Maharashtra. The
productivity of Grape is the highest in the whole world
and there is still possibility to maximize it.
This statistic depicts the grape production worldwide
from 2012/2013 to 2017/2018. During the marketing year
2015/2016, global grape production amounted to about
21.14 million metric tons.
Grape suffers from huge loss because of the different leaf
disease such as Downy Mildew (Plasmoparaviticola),
Powdery
Mildew
(Uncinulanecator),
Phylloxera
(Daktulosphaira vitifoliae),Vine Trunk Diseases, Pierce’s
Disease (Xylellafastidiosa), and Anthracnose etc. For
grape leaf, the fungal diseases found in India are Downy
Mildew, Powdery Mildew, Anthracnose, Grey Mold

(Botryotiniafuckelina),
and
Black
Rot
(Guignardiabidwellii) etc. Therefore, we should recognize
the disease at beginning stage and gives the solution to
farmer so that harm can be avoided and maximized the
productivity. We came up with the knowledge of helping
agriculturist to recognize the disease at the beginning
stage and we will to give them with the help of essential
control measures. We have to construct a system that will
recognize the grape disease through image processing
where the farmers can take the snapshots of affected
leaves disease, where the image will go pass with the help
of different steps to identify and recognize the disease.
II. RELATED WORK
Computer vision occupies an eminent position in
identification of image processing, in order to get
accurately grape disease and damage the degree. This
paper [2], represents the technique of image segmentation
to increase the algorithm of morphological watershed,
threshold segmentation and edge detection are utilized to
realize the image in diseased parts and normal parts of the
grape segmentation.
The most challenging process is the identification of leaf
disease in agricultural application. In paper [3], they
proposed the classification of grape disease along with the
identification of leaf. Firstly, the leaf skeletons are
recognized based on the grape images. Since, the leaf
skeletons are utilized to estimate the directions and
positions of the leaves.
They proposed TD (Tangential Direction) which is based
on the segmentation algorithm for retrieval the skeletons.
If the images of grapes are classified, then the colors
channels and histograms of H are produced and the values
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of pixels are detected to differentiate the healthy and
diseased tissue. Then extract the features and classify by
utilizing the algorithm ofKNN-classification in order to
recognize the disease.
Grape represents one of the widely grown fruit crops in
India. Grape productivity minimizes because of the
infections caused by different kinds of disease on its
fruits, leaf and stem. Virus, Bacteria and fungi are the
cause of leaf disease.
Diseases are main factor that limiting the fruit production
and diseases are often difficult to control. Without proper
control actions, accurate disease diagnosis cannot be
utilized at appropriate time. IP (Image Processing) is one
of the widely utilized method is adopted for plant leaf
disease classification and detection. This paper [4]is
intended to aid in classification and detection leaf disease
of the grape utilizing SVM classification method. The
diseased region is initiate utilizing the segmentation by Kmeans clustering at initial stage, and then both features of
texture and color are extracted. Lastly, the technique of
classification is utilized to recognize the types of leaf
disease.
In paper [5], plant disease cause economic losses and
significant damage in the crops. Reduction in plant
disease by initial diagnosis outcomes in the improvement
in substantial in product quality. Wrong diagnosis of the
disease and its severity leads to incorrect usage of
pesticides. The main goal of this proposed work is to
diagnose the disease utilizing IM and the technique of
artificial intelligence on grape image of the plant leaf.
In proposed system, the image of grape leaf with the help
of complex background is taken as the input.
Thresholding is employed to mask green of pixels and the
image is processed to eliminate the noise utilizing
diffusion of anisotropic. Then the disease segmentation of
grape leaf is completed utilizing K-means of clustering.
To identified the diseased portion from segmented
images. Best outcomes were observed when Feed forward
of Back propagation of NN (Neural Network) was trained
for the classification.
We represent the study on different types of leaf disease
in the plants and their process of identification. The
problem of identification deals along with associating a
specified input pattern with one of the different classes.
The disease identification of plant leaf is a method where
the spot of leaf disease is recognized based on the various
morphological feature. There are different successful

methods of identification such as PCA (Principal
Component Analysis), Genetic Algorithm, Back
propagation of Neural Network and Probabilistic of
Neural Network. Deciding on the technique for ID
(Identification) is often a difficult task due to quality of
outcomes can be vary for various input data. Disease
identification of plant leaf has wide applications in
Agriculture field to improve the productivity. The goal of
this paper [6] is to give an overview of various
identification methods for plant leaf disease and provides
the general approach that utilizes these methods.
In paper [7], the Cultivation of Grape has economic and
social significance in India. Maharashtra is the first ranks
in grape production. Over the past few years, the grapes
quality has degraded due to several reasons. One of the
eminent causes is disease on the grapes. To stop the
disease the framers may spray large amount of pesticides,
which outcome in maximizing the production cost. In
addition, the farmers are not able to recognize the disease
manually. The disease are recognized only after the
infection, but takes up many time and have adverse
effects on the vineyard. To develop the monitoring system
that will recognize the chances of grape disease at early
stage by utilizing Model of Hidden Markov which gives
alerts through the messages to expert and farmers? The
system contains the relative humidity, Zig-Bee, moisture,
temperature and leaf wetness of sensor for wireless data
transmission.
In the age of technology usage and burst software as an
alternative for the involvement of manual for decisionmaking, every single field is trying to obtain its own cost
and comfort solutions in switching the methods of
software for best possible expert opinion. Firstly, they
proposed SVM for the technique of binary classification,
with the help of simple manipulation, which can be
utilized for more than one class case.
In this paper [8],they tries to attempt for enhancement in
classifying the disease of leaf. Until now almost all tasks
includes statistical feature extraction of RGB, which is
converted into the LAB form. The image of HIS has a
reputation, which doesn’t change even when the
background light is over the changes of image. Hence,
some properties of HIS image are included to database.
SVM is applied for the classification of large space
points.
Fruits and vegetables are the most eminent export
agricultural products of the Thailand. In order to get more
value-added product, a quality of product is needed.
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Several studies represents the quality of agricultural
products that may be minimized due to many causes. The
most eminent factor of such quality is disease. Thus,
reducing the plant disease, which allows significantly to
developing the quality of products.
These study shows [9], diagnosis of automatic plant
disease utilizing more than one techniques of artificial
intelligence. In this work, they mainly focused on the
grape leaf disease.
The proposed system contains 3 main parts such as grape
leaf disease segmentation, classification & analysis of
diseases and grape leaf color segmentation. The color
segmentation of grape leaf is module of pre-processing
that segment out any irrelevant background information.
A feature of self-organizing map jointly with the help of
neural network of back-propagation is organized to
identify the colors of grape leaf. This information is
utilized to segment the pixels of grape leaf within the
image. Then perform the grape leaf disease utilizing the
modified feature of self-organizing map with the help of
genetic algorithm for support and optimization vector
machines for the classification.
Lastly, the resulting image of segmented is filtered by the
Gabor wavelet that permits the system to analyze the leaf
disease of color features are more efficient. The SVMs are
again applied to classify the types of grape disease. The
system can be able to classify the image of grape leaf into
3 classes such as no disease, scab disease and rust disease.
They represent the desirable outcomes that can be further
improved for any agriculture product inspection/analysis
of system.
Grapes have proved to be most profitable and cost
effective crops for the cultivation in India. However,
many diseases that cause important yield losses each year
affect the crop. Early detection of disease and proper
identification of severity will help to take the decision on
proper usage of pesticides in terms of their quality and
type that eventually will help in maintaining the crop
health.
In paper [10], they proposed a system for categorizing 3
disease of affecting grapes like Downy Mildew,
Anthracnose and Powdery Mildew and recognizing the
severity of these disease which utilizing the algorithms of
ML and IP (Image Processing). The proposed system of
key contribution is to deliberate the grapes leaves of
images with the help of complex background that are
captured inside the uncontrolled environment.

Here, we are comparing the algorithms of ML
performance such as SVM, PNN, Random Forest and
BPNN for separating the background from the disease
patches and classifying among the various diseases. We
investigate the performance of various texture feature like
GLCM features, local texture filters, local texture filters
and few statistical features in RGB plane for the
classification. They achieve best accuracy for
classification 86% utilizing GLCM features and Random
Forest.
III. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TECHNIQUES
ALONG WITH ITS DISADVANTAGES AND
ADVANTAGES
Technique

Advantages

Disadvantages

Image
Segmentation

The process is
extracting
foreground and
marking is more
accurate,
the
lesion from the
grape
image
clearly
expressed.

The model was
not flexible. It
produces
excessive
over
the segmentation.

KNN
(K-Nearest
Neighbors)
Classification

In this technique,
simpler classier
as exclusion of
any process of
training.
Applicable
in
case of a small
dataset that is not
trained.

According to the
number
of
available
in
training samples,
speed
of
computing
distance
is
maximizes.
Expensive testing
of sensitive and
each instance to
irrelevant inputs

SVM
(Support Vector
Machine)

Simple
geometric
interpretation
and a sparse
solution. Can be
robust,
even
when
training
sample has some
bias

Slow
training.
Difficult
to
understand
the
structure
of
algorithm. Large
no.
support
vectors
are
required
from
training set to
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perform
the
classification task
Artificial
Intelligence and
Image
Processing
Technique

In this technique,
the training
achieved training
accuracies of
100% when
utilizing hue
features alone.

In large farms the
prohibitively
expensive
and
time,
farmers
may requiregoing
long distances to
contact experts.

Binary
Classification
Technique

These techniques
utilizing
the
features
from
both HIS and
LAB
color
model.
This technique
obtains images
captured within
the uncontrolled
environments
with the help of
various cameraangles, lighting
conditions and
distances.

It
does
not
automatically
choose the cluster
inthe
k-means
clustering.

Image
Processing and
Machine
Learning
Algorithms

The initial cost
can be very high
depending
on
system utilized
battery
consumption.
Time constraints
is learning and
issue with the
verification.

CONCLUSION
In this survey paper, we have discussed different
techniques for identification of Grape Disease like Image
Segmentation, SVM, KNN, Artificial Intelligence and
Image Processing Technique, Binary Classification
Technique, Image Processing and Machine Learning
Algorithms. Also, we have discussed the basic concept of
Grape Disease and various Grape Diseases. According to
the technique of analysis of Artificial Intelligence and
Image Processing is achieved 100% training accuracies
than other identification techniques.
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